2018 Review

2018 - What a year
It’s been an incredible year…
As we approach the end of 2018, we wanted to step back and take stock of the year that has been and reflect on all what we have
achieved at FENIX. The fact that we have not yet launched FENIX and we have not completed an ICO only tells a small part of the
story.
People will look back on the bubble that was the crypto space in years to come and wonder how it ever got to be so aggressive.
Hundreds of ICO projects have failed and even those that raised a lot of money in their ICO are now fighting for their very survival.
But FENIX was never going to be a traditional ICO - we always looked at the blockchain and saw it as the tool we had been missing
to really establish a model that will disrupt the existing infrastructure that is unfair for so many. In fact, the evolution from the product
that we came out with at the beginning of the year, which was essentially a smart e-commerce offering to the complete solution that
we have today for bands, fans and music service providers, has been an incredibly rewarding process.
With the ICO market closed, we have focused on continuing to build our product, with a view to having it launch and reach critical
mass, perhaps even before we complete an ICO. Because, the best way to answer questions about whether cryptos are bad, or
whether our product is dramatically different, is to get it out there and let people try it. Of course, we have to do so with a product
that works the first time people try it and with a clear marketing strategy to allow us to secure critical mass of both bands and their
fans. And we will.
We know that we are not there yet, and we also know that the fallout in the markets generally have created an aversion to risk that
affects our ability to do a number of the things that we are desperate to complete. However, we have not stood still for one second
this year, and have no intention to do so in the coming months. We will continue to drive the FENIX business forward, and are working
flat out to launch in China and globally in the coming months.
So… here it is - we wanted to show all that we have achieved this year, while so many of those around us have fallen away.
Thank you for your continued support and we look forward to sharing more successes with you in 2019.

The FENIX Ecosystem

*

Version 3.0 - To be incorporated after launching

Ecosystem Technology
Artist Dashboard
•

Web-based and Mobile optimized versions complete in
English and Chinese

The Artist Dashboard is the control centre for artists that powers
the FENIX App.
The Artist Dashboard was developed to provide artists with
complete transparency on product sales, global fan interactions
and give them the tools to better monetize their craft.
In addition, the Artist Dashboard acts as the place where an artist
can upload all of their content and customize their app design to
reflect the look and feel of their band.
We’ve tested it with bands. It’s simple, it works and it provides a
toolkit that bands simply can’t get anywehere else.

The FENIX App
•
•

IOS and Android versions complete in English
Android version complete in Chinese.

Essential point of interaction between bands and their fans.
The FENIX App allows bands to share everything that they
currently share across multiple platforms in one place.
Users can search for their favourite bands and play music,
buy products, keep upto date with an artist’s social media,
watch videos and buy tickets to upcoming gigs.
Through FENIX Rising, we have developed a distribution
platform that allows FENIX to introduce bands to new fan
bases around the world.

Stand-alone Band Apps
•

Web-based and mobile optimized versions complete

A key marketing tool allowing bands to reach out directly to
their fans and share their FENIX experience before fans have to
download the FENIX App.
This allows FENIX to utilise an army of marketers in bands who
are reaching out to their established fan base.

FENIX Websites
FENIX has two comprehensive websites that serve
two different audiences: bands and investors.
These websites have and will be continually refined
to effectively share the project.
www.fenix.band
Our FENIX band site is packed with band related
content such as artist interviews, app tutorials and
information for musicians.
www.fenix.cash
Our blockchain investor site provides all relevant
information for interested parties that wish to
support the project. We successfully closed our
Presale ITO and will hold our public sale on this site.

Community & Partners
FENIX Community
In just one year, FENIX has developed a massive community,
both online and offline. We have been on over a dozen
roadshows this year where we have actively engaged with
global music and crypto communities.
Registered Users

75,000 + Users

FENIX Token Holders*

58,099 Holders

Telegram
Roadshows and active communities

16,500 Members

YouTube

13,600 Subscribers

Facebook

9,100 Likes

Twitter

Ecosystem Partners

*

13,300 Followers
#1 Ranked QTUM DApp by number of token holders

We have agreed partnership terms with key third party providers that will be integral in distinguishing FENIX as a truly unique
platform designed to secure mass adoption among music fans.
We have received unequivocal support from the principles of our ecosystem partners, all of whom accept that FENIX is key to driving
their respective platforms into mass adoption. Their support this year has been overwhelming.

QTUM is the blockchain technology
platform which underpins FENIX
smart contracts and the eco system
currency, FENIX Tokens.

Liquid is our trading and ITO platform.
Through Liquid, we will be able to do
same-day trading once our token sale
is complete.

Simplex is the fiat - crypto payment
gateway that will be integrated in the
FENIX app . This will allow users to
buy FENIX tokens with a credit card.

Advisory Boards
We have established two world class advisory teams, which comprise absolute market leaders in the music, blockchain and technology
space.
Key International Advisory Board Members

Larry Gan

Former Managing Partner of
Accenture Asia

Sandy Monteiro

Former President of
Universal Music SE ASIA

John Velasco

Jason Berman

Director of United Artist Music
& VP of CBS Songs

Former CEO of the International
Federation of Phonographic
Industries

Ender Xu

Zhang Xin Wu

Dr. Rex Yeap

Head of Education at Singapore
Cryptocurrency & Blockchain
Industry Association

Key China Advisory Board Members

Lu Chang Quan

Chairman, China Advisory Board
Chairman, Beijing Zanbo Marketing
Management Consulting

Wu Yuan Wen

Blockchain Technologist

Blockchain Advisor

Film Director

Dr Ken Chang

Professor China Shenzhen University &
Jingzhong Music College

FENIX China
China Joint Venture
The scale of the China market promises great rewards to
anybody who succeeds there. While the three of us have many
years experience of dealing in China, the extend of worldclass
relationships we have secured in a short time has been
exceptional.
Central to our China strategy has been the establishment of
a joint venture with Master Lu Chang Quan and his company,
Zanbo.
Zanbo is committed to making FENIX a household brand in
China, something that the company is credited with doing so for
300 brands.
We have executed a cooperation agreement that will give
FENIX enormous credibility in China and will be a key factor in
producing a great FENIX success story.
We have also established and entered into formal agreements
with key Chinese government entities.
We have a team of 10 professionals on the ground in China who
are dedicated to bringing the FENIX Platform to the Chinese
market and the China JV is well underway.
We have agreed on a Chinese name for FENIX, Joyin (掘音).
The translation effectively means uncovering new music and
emphaises FENIX as a discovery platform for up and coming
musicians.
We have begun initial logo concepts for Joyin (掘音).

Logo Design for FENIX China

Chinese Music Ambassadors
Influential music ambassadors will be a very important part
of getting our message out – initially to fellow musicians and
subsequently to fans.
We have appointed our first two Chinese music ambassadors,
Zhang Muyi and Miki Akama, who have 1.4 and 1.8 million fans in
China, respectively.
We have identified and approached a number of other potential
music ambassadors and look forward to announcing them in the
coming weeks.

Bands & Artists

Building the music community
We have spent much of this year talking to bands on the road,
catching them at their concerts or simply taking them out for a
coffee to talk about the FENIX platform.
We have made meaningful connections with dozens of bands
around the globe, which we are proud to say will be our
foundation artists for the FENIX platform.
The feedback we have received from bands and artists around
the world has been universally positive, with many bands signing
up to the platform and building out their presence.
This should give you a snapshot of where we’ve been, who we
have met and why we’re passionate about bringing positive
change to the music industry.
Band locations

Meeting artists on the road

Market Trends
And we achieved all of this despite the crypto markets having an extremely difficult year.
Key market trends in the crypto space for 2018 include the following:
•
Market liquidity has completely dried up.
•
Incumbents fighting for survival.
•
Key regulatory moves by SEC has create feared and uncertainty.
•
Rise of security token offerings as a response to market fear from falling crypto prices.

YTD Performance %
BTC		
-70.4
ETH		
-85.1
QTUM		
-96.6

JOIN THE CHANGE

www.fenix.cash | www.fenix.band

